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Abstract. This study applies a simple yet effective methodology to validate a general
circulation model parameterization of cirrus ice water path. The methodology combines
large-scaledynamic and thermodynamic fields from operational analyses with
prescribed occurrence of cirrus clouds from satellite observations to simulate a global
distribution of ice water path. The predicted cloud properties are then compared with
the correspondingsatellite measurementsof visible optical depth and infrared cloud
emissivity to evaluate the reliability of the parameterization. This methodology enables
the validation to focus strictly on the water loading side of the parameterization by
eliminating uncertainties involved in predicting the occurrence of cirrus internally
within the parameterization. Overall the parameterization performs remarkably well in
capturing the observed spatial patterns of cirrus optical properties. Spatial correlations
between the observed and the predicted optical depths are typically greater than 0.7 for
the tropics and northern hemispheremidlatitudes. The good spatial agreement largely
stems from the strong dependence of the ice water path upon the temperature of the
environment in which the clouds form. Poorer correlations (r --- 0.3) are noted over
the southern hemisphere midlatitudes, suggestingthat additional processesnot

accountedfor by the parameterization may be important there. Quantitative evaluation
of the parameterization is hindered by the present uncertainty in the size distribution of
cirrus ice particles. Consequently, it is difficult to determine if discrepanciesbetween
the observed and the predicted optical properties are attributable to errors in the
parameterized ice water path or to geographicvariations in effective radii.
1.

Introduction

The importance of clouds in regulating the Earth's radiative energy balance is widely recognized. However, despite
this importance, a clear understanding of the interactions
among clouds, radiation, and climate has not been achieved.
Numerous

theoretical

studies have demonstrated

the sensi-

tivity of general circulation model (GCM) simulationsto the
treatment of cloud-radiative interactions [Shukla and Sud,
1981; Ramanathan et al., 1983; Randall et al., 1989; Cess et
al., 1990]. Indeed, cloud-radiative processes are presently
recognized as the single largest known source of uncertainty
in GCM predictions of the potential climate changeresulting
from increasingCO2. Because of their cold radiating temperatures, cirrus clouds have a dramatic impact on the
outgoing longwave radiation and therefore are of crucial
importance in determining the radiative energy balance of
the planet. The decisive role which cloud-radiative interactions play in determining climate sensitivity and the importance of cirrus clouds in regulating the radiative energy
balance motivate the present study.

Much of the difficulty in modeling cloud-climate feedback
stemsfrom the problem of predicting the optical properties
of clouds based upon characteristicsof the large-scale flow
in which they occur. The dynamic and thermodynamic
variables describingthe large-scaleflow are predicted explicitly in a GCM; however, the characteristicsof the cloud field
can exhibit spatial variations at scales several orders of
magnitude smaller than that of a typical GCM grid box.
Therefore it is necessary to parameterize the cloud optical
properties as functions of the explicitly resolved variables in
order to incorporate their effects into GCMs. Recently,
Heymsfield and Donner [1990], hereafter referred to as HD,
described a parameterization which predicts the ice content
of cirrus associated with large-scale vertical lifting as a
function of the corresponding grid-scale flow. This study
combines satellite observations of cloud optical properties
with European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts(ECMWF) global analysesof the temperature and wind
to evaluate the ability of the HD parameterization to predict
the ice water path of cirrus clouds. The approach of this
study differs from that of previous investigations[Kiehl and
Ramanathan, 1989; Smith and Vonder Haar, 1991; Soden,

1Nowat Atmospheric
andOceanic
Sciences
Program,
Princeton 1992] in which satellite observations were used to evaluate
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GCM

simulations

of the radiative

effects of clouds in the

following respects:
1. This study focusesstrictly on the parameterizationof
large-scale cirrus clouds.
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2. ECMWF operational analyses are utilized rather than
GCM simulations in an attempt to provide reliable input
variables for the parameterization and reduce errors in the
simulated cloud properties due to deficiencies in the input

AZcld. The calculation of cirrus cloud thickness (AZcld)
follows that of Donner [1994]. In the HD parameterization

parameters.

the local vertical gradient of ice mass flux,

3.

determined
according
to IWP = $zZ•
2 IWC (z) dz = IWC
the rate of sedimentation
(•) is determined
by considering

The contemporaneous input variables and satellite

observations

enable the occurrence

of cirrus clouds within

1 0

a

given analysisgrid box to be prescribed, while the ice water
content is calculated based upon the correspondingdynamic
and thermodynamic variables for that grid box. This eliminates the uncertainty of predicting the occurrence of the
cirrus clouds internally within the parameterization and
enablesthe evaluation to focus strictly on the parameterization of cirrus optical properties. Finally, althoughthis study
investigates a specific cloud parameterization, it also serves
the more general purpose of illustrating a methodology for
combiningoperational analysesand satellite observationsto
evaluate a variety of physical parameterizations(e.g., cloud,
convective, precipitation).
Specifically, this study simulates the distribution of the
vertically integrated ice water content, or ice water path
(IWP), using the ice water content parameterization of HD
and the corresponding cloud thickness parameterization.
Section 2 describes the ice water content, cloud thickness,
and optical depth parameterizations. A discussion of the
model and satellite data utilized in this study is provided in
section 3. In section 4 the parameterized IWP is compared
with satellite measurements of visible optical depth and
effective cloud emissivity, and the physical mechanisms
responsible for the agreement between the parameterizations and the observationsare discussed.Finally, the results
of this study are recapitulated in section 5.

p oz

(pXs•t) = ,•

(2)

where V t is the mean terminal velocity for a distributionof
ice particles. The gradient on the left-hand side of (2) is
calculated by applying the large-scale lapse rate across a
layer of the cloud interior. Since the temperature varies
across the layer, deposition proceeds at different rates,
resulting in an ice mass flux which varies with height. Since

the averagevalue of X• in the layer is representativeof the
entire ice cloud, the sedimentation rate must also apply for
the cloud as a whole. For the entire cloud, no ice enters the

top, while ice settles from the base. Consequently, the cloud
geometric thickness can be determined by equating the rate
of ice-mass flux out of the base of the cloud to the sedimen-

tation rate,

VtXs

aZcld
= ,•

(3)

For typical parameterranges,AZcldvaries from about 100 m
to 3 km. Thus ice clouds can be considerably thinner than a
GCM layer. For computational efficiency the calculation of

AZc•dis also performed via a lookup table usinga procedure
identical to that for the IWC. Further details regarding the

parameterizationof IWC or AZc•dcan be found in the work
of Heymsfield and Donner [1990] and Donner [1994], respectively.

2. Parameterization of Cirrus Optical
Properties
2.1.

Calculation

of Ice Water

2.2.

Path

This study evaluates the GCM parameterization of ice
water content developed by Heymsfield and Donner [1990].
The parameterization predicts the vertically averaged ice
water content (IWC) of cirrus clouds associated with largescale vertical lifting as a function of the resolved dynamic
and thermodynamic state of the atmosphere. The IWC is
calculated by reconstructing the parcel trajectory in largescaleflows in which cirrus clouds are presumedto occur and
represents an equilibrium between ice production due to
vertical lifting and ice depletion due to gravitational settling,

dXs

---/)-•-0
dt

(1)

Calculation of Optical Depth

The key parameter which determines the radiative properties of a cloud is the optical depth (r) which is related to the

IWP according to r• -

3Q• IWP/4rePice where r e is

effective
radiusandPiceis the densityof ice (780kg/m3).
Q•is the effective extinction efficiency at wavelength A
which is calculated via application of van de Hulst's anomalous diffraction theory [Ackerman and Stephens, 1987;
Stephens et al., 1990]. For calculating visible optical depth,
A = 0.6/.rm; for infrared optical depth, A = 15/.rm. Spherical

ice particles with r e = 10 tzm have been assumed in
calculatingall optical depthsto simplify the interpretation of
r in terms of IWP and to provide consistency with the
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP)
optical depths used to evaluate the parameterization. However, in reality, ice particles may occupy a variety of crystal

densityof air,b istherateof deposition,
and• istherateof

habits. Recent studies [Minnis et al., 1990; Wielicki et al.,
1990; Takano et al., 1992] have indicated that the treatment

sedimentation.The parameterization, describedin detail by
HD, predicts the IWC as a function of the temperature (T),
lapse rate (F), vertical velocity (w), and atmosphericpressure (p) for the layer in which the cloud forms. Explicit
solution of the parameterization typically requires numerous
iterations, as outlined in Table 1 of HD. However, this
procedure is too computationally burdensome for realistic
application in GCMs. To ameliorate this problem, a lookup
table based upon a set of a priori calculations for selected
values of T, p, w, and F was constructed. The IWP is then

of ice crystals in radiative transfer models as nonspherical
particles provides better agreement with observations of
reflected solar radiation than spherically shapedparticles. A
recognized difference between the optical properties of
spherical and nonspherical particles is that the asymmetry
parameter, 9, which measuresthe ratio of forward to backscattered radiation, is systematically smaller for nonspherical particles (9 "' 0.7) than for spherical particles (9 "' 0.9).
Unfortunately, little is known concerning the relative frequency of various crystal habits, their size distributions, and

where X s is the ice massmixing ratio (X• = IWC/p), p is the
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the dependence of these quantities upon the environment in
which the cloud forms. Indeed, estimates of the effective
radius of cirrus particle size distributions quoted in recent
literature vary by over an order of magnitude(e.g., 5-10/am,
Prabhakara et al. [1988]; 200 /am, Wielicki et al. [1990]).
From a cloud parameterization perspective this range of
uncertainty contributes directly to an equally large range of
uncertainty in determining r from model predictionsof IWP.
Furthermore, in the visible spectrum the extinction efficiency for this range of size parameters is approximately 2,
for both spherically and nonspherically shaped particles
[Ebert and Curry, 1992]. Thus for a given IWP the fundamental difference in r between spherical and nonspherical
ice particles is due to the differing ratios of particle mass to
particle cross sectionfor thesetwo shapes.For nonspherical
particles this is crucially dependentupon the aspect ratio of
the particles and the orientation of the particleswith respect
to the radiation flow. Our current knowledge of these properties is preliminary at best. Hence to avoid the complications surroundingthese issuesand to clarify the assumptions
involved in parameterizing the optical depth, spherically
shapedparticles are selected.
3.

Data

The input profiles of T, w, and F required for parameterizing the IWP are prescribed using ECMWF uninitialized
analyses. This study uses the TOGA/basic level III archive
for two 1-monthperiods: July 1-31, 1987, and January 1-31,
1988. The ECMWF forecast model is a 19-level spectral
model with horizontal

resolution
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Figure 1. Cloud classification scheme based upon visible
optical depth and cloud top pressure.

then averaged horizontally to an equal-area grid of roughly

(280km)2 andverticallyinto sevenpressure
intervals.To
facilitate the integration with other data sets, the ISCCP data
are then replicated from the equal-area grid to an equal-angle
2.5ø by 2.5ø latitude-longitude grid. For each grid box and
pressure level, the number of cloudy pixels in each of five
optical depth and seven cloud-top pressure categories are
reported. Only the three highest cloud top pressure categories are used in this study (see Figure 1). For this study,
cirrus cloudsare definedby thosepixels for which the visible
optical depth is between 0.02 and 9.38 and the cloud top
pressure is between 5 and 440 mbar. This yields nine cirrus
categories.The central optical depth (ri) and central cloud
top pressure (P i) for each cirrus category (i) are then
weightedby the number of pixels (Ni) in that category to
estimate a cirrus optical depth (r) and cloud top pressure
(Pcld) for each day:

'ri •Ni
i

i

(4)

at wavenumber

Pcld=•
NiPil½
Ni

106. The analysis system is a three-dimensional optimal
interpolation scheme which combines model forecasts based
i
on 6-hour prior analyses with current observationsfrom a
network of surface, radiosonde, and satellite-based plat- However, since only the number of pixels for each optical
forms. The analyzed fields are assimilated4 times per day depth category is reported (rather than the average optical
(0000, 0600, 1200, 1800 UT) and transformed onto a reduced- depth for each category), comparison of the predicted IWP
resolution (2.5ø latitude by 2.5ø longitude) rectangular grid. with the ISCCP observations is only meaningful for timeVertically, the fields are interpolatedfrom the model tr levels averaged quantities where the central value in each optical
to 11 standardpressurelevels (1000, 850, 700, 500, 400, 300, depth category is representative of the time-averaged value
250,200, 150, 100, 50 mbar) used in this study. One objective [Rossow et al., 1988]. Hence the evaluations in this study
of using the ECMWF analyses as the source of the input will focus primarily on monthly mean quantities. Further
parameters is to help provide reliable variables for the details on the ISCCP products and their retrieval can be
parameterization and reduce errors in the predicted cloud found in the work of Rossow et al. [1988].
It should be noted that a slight modification to the cloud
properties due to deficienciesin the input parameters. However, it is noted that the operationalanalysesover the tropics optical-property retrieval algorithm is being planned in
and data-sparseregions of the southern hemispheredepend which particles comprisingcold clouds(T < -260 K) will be
heavily on the forecast model used for determiningthe first modeled as nonspherical ice crystals rather than as water
guess[e.g., Trenberth and Olson, 1988; Tiedtke et al., 1988]. spheres. This modification will not significantly affect all
This must be kept in mind when interpreting the perfor- retrievals, only those performed under certain viewing and
illumination geometries.In these situationsthe impact of the
mance of the parameterization over these regions.
The satellite measurementsof cirrus optical depth used to modificationupon the retrieved cloud properties is expected
evaluate the parameterization are derived from the ISCCP to be most significantfor thin cirrus (• < 3), with a smaller
data set. The ISCCP platform consistsof four geostationary effect on thicker cirrus (3 < r < 10). Based upon studiesby
satellites and two polar-orbiting satellites which provide Wielicki et al. [1990] and Minnis et al. [1990], the following
near-globalcoverage with a temporal resolution of 3 hours. changes are expected: (1) a decrease in ß by 10-20% for
Each satellite measuresthe upwelling radiation in one visible cirrus with 3 < ß < 10 and a decrease in • of up to 50% for
(0.6/am) and one infrared (11 /am) spectral channel. These thin cirrus ß < 3; (2) a decrease in cloud top pressure by
measurementsare combined with auxiliary information re- 50-100 mbar. No change in the geographicpattern of cirrus
gardingthe optical properties of the atmosphereand surface optical depth is expected (W. Rossow, personal communito estimate cloud top pressure and visible optical depth cation, 1994). Fortunately, a quantitative comparison is not
based upon an a priori set of radiative-transfer calculations. emphasizedin this paper, due to uncertainty surroundingthe
The derived cloud properties from each satellite pixel are effective radius of cirrus particles. Rather, the evaluation
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90.0

45.0

this procedurerequiresestimatesof the visible optical depth,
comparison is only possible from daytime observations.
Therefore in performing the comparison, the ISCCP observations and ECMWF analysescorrespondingto 0000, 0600,
1200, and 1800 UT for each day are merged (see Figure 2) to
provide a global, daytime grid for both data sets.

4.2. Monthly Mean Optical Depth
Plate 1 displays the geographic distribution of the predicted (top) and ISCCP (bottom) cirrus optical depths aver-90.0
aged over the period July 1-31, 1987. The scale rangesfrom
-180.0
-120.0
-60.0
0.0
60.0
120.0
180.0
0 (blue) to 1 (red). Maxima in both the predicted and the
Longitude
observed optical depth are present over the tropics, highFigure 2. Map depicting the merging of the 0000, 0600, lighting the presence of the ITCZ. Within the tropics the
1200, and 1800 UT analysis grids onto a single grid.
optically thickest clouds occur over the western half of the
Pacific, west of Indonesia, and over much of Central America and the northern tip of South America. Over these areas
focuses primarily on comparing the geographicpatterns of the magnitude of the predicted optical depth is in good
cirrus optical thickness and their relation to atmospheric agreement with that observed. Maxima are also noted over
parameters. Since these features are not sensitiveto changes central Africa, however the predicted values for these rein the ISCCP retrieval algorithm, the proposedmodification gions are as much as 25-50% lower than those observed.
should not affect the results of this study.
Minima are evident over the subtropicalhigh-pressuresystems of the southern hemisphere and parts of the northern
hemispherewhere few cirrus clouds occur. Secondarymax4.
Evaluation of the Parameterization
ima in the cirrus optical depth occur over the midlatitudesin
4.1.
Procedure
both the northern and the southern hemispheres.The locaThe objective of this sectionis to evaluatethe ability of the tion of these maxima closely correspondto the climatologiparamctcrization to predict the IWP for large-scale cirrus cal position of the midlatitude storm tracks and are likely
clouds. Since the HD paramctcrization is designedfor cab associatedwith midlatitudejet streamswhich play an imporculating the IWP rather than predicting the occurrence of tant role in the formation of cirrus [Menzel et al., 1992].
cirrus, ISCCP observationsarc utilized to identify grid boxes Although the basic features are evident in both the observed
which contain cirrus clouds as a means of prescribingtheir and the predicted visible optical depths, the predictedvalues
occurrence for the paramctcrization. The identification of are frequently 25-50% smaller than those observed. This is
cirrus is based upon the daily optical depth and cloud top particularly noticeableover the southernhemispheremidlatpressure observations from ISCCP. In this study, cirrus itudes where the monthly mean observed optical depths
cloudsarc definedas those cloudypixels with optical depths rangefrom 0.4 to 0.7, while those predicted are typically less
less than 9.4 and cloud top pressureless than 440 mbar (scc than 0.3.
Figure 1). Since the paramctcrizationis intendedto capture
Given the uncertainty in effective radius, the geographic
cirrus associatedwith large-scalelifting rather than cirrus differences between the observed and predicted optical
resulting from dccp convection, ISCCP observations arc depth may stem from a geographic dependencein the ice
also used to exclude grid boxes containingdeep-convective particle size distributions. The results shown here assumed
-45.0

cloud cover, defined as clouds with optical depthsgreater
than 22.6 and cloud top pressureless than 440 mbar. As a
means of imposing these constraints, this study focuses on
those 2.5ø x 2.5ø grid boxes for which the cirrus cloud
amount is greater than 20% and the deep-convectivecloud
amount is less than 5%. Although the selection of these
thresholdsis somewhatarbitrary, the resultsof the comparison arc not sensitiveto their precise values. For each time,
the weightedaverage,cloud top pressureof the cirruspixels
Pc•dis used to identify the vertical level of the cloud within
each grid box. The values of T, w, p, and F taken from the
corresponding grid box and vertical level of the ECMWF
analysesarc input into the paramctcrizationto computean
IWP. The predicted IWP is then transformedinto an optical
depth, as described in section 2, and compared with the
observed cirrus optical depth from ISCCP. Results arc
presented in terms of monthly averages. To remove high
spatial noise and focus on larger-scalepatterns, both the
observed and the simulated optical depths arc smoothed
using a 1-2-1 spatial filter in both the zonal and the mcridional directions. Sinceboth the predictedIWP and the ISCCP
optical depths represent average values for the overcast
portion of the grid box, the comparisonprocedureis insensitive to the actual amount of cirrus present. Finally, since

an effective radius of 10/am; however, present estimatesof
the effective radius for cirrus clouds vary by over an order of
magnitude.Since the optical depth is inversely related to the
effective radius, this makes quantitative validation of the
parameterizationdifficult. Further discussionof the potential
impact of spatial variations in effective radius upon the
evaluation of the parameterized optical depths is given in
section 4.5.

4.3. Conditionally Averaged Optical Depth
Additional insight into the behavior of the parameterization and into issuessurroundingits validation can be gained
by examiningthe monthly mean optical depth averagedfrom
only those occasionsin which cirrus were present. These
values are referred to as the "conditionally averaged"
optical depth, since the temporal averaging is conditional
upon the presence of cirrus for that time and grid box. If
cirrus were not present at a given time, then that data point
was not included in determining the temporal average; i.e.,

Z 'riSi

• =•

8i=01
for
rri>
i=0
i {8i
for
0

(5)
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Plate 1. Monthly mean optical depth from the HD parameterization (top) and International Satellite
Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) observations(bottom) for July 1987.

This averaging procedure removes the effect of prescribing the same daily occurrence of cirrus for both
the observations and the parameterization and provides
a clearer picture of the parameterization's ability to cap-

ture the observed geographic patterns of cirrus optical
thickness.

The geographicdistribution of conditionally averaged optical depth is shown in Plate 2. The scalerangesfrom 0 (blue)
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Plate 2. Monthly mean, conditionally averaged optical depth from the HD parameterization (top) and
ISCCP observations (bottom) for July 1987.

to 6 (red). The larger values of optical depth in Plate 2
relative to Plate 1 are a consequenceof averagingthe optical
depths from cloudy occasionsonly rather than from all (clear
and cloudy) occasions. Black indicates regions where no

cirrus clouds with fractional cover greater than 20% were
observed or the cirrus which did occur were associated with

deep convective cloud cover. The absence of cirrus occurs
primarily over portions of the northern and southern hemi-
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sphere midlatitude Pacific Ocean, the southern hemisphere
subtropics, central Asia, and the southern hemisphere high
latitudes. The meridional swath of missing data positioned
near the center of the Indian

Ocean reflects the boundaries

of

14,407

July 1987
60Nb.O

30N-

30N

0

Correlation

0.711

the GMS and Meteosat geostationary viewing domains. To
the extent that geographic variations in effective radius are
small relative to the variations in IWP, the comparison of
3.0
observed and predicted optical depths can be used to evaluate the ability of the parameterization to capture the
geographic variations in IWP. Despite a noticeable amount
of zonal asymmetry, the primary features are a maximum in o 0.12
3.0
6.0
optical thickness along the ITCZ, lower values over the •
0 0
subtropics, and a secondband of optically thick cirrus over
030S
the midlatitudes of North America, South America, and 26.0
eastern Asia. Interestingly, the parameterized optical depths
are noticeably larger over the northern hemisphere midlatitudes (r --• 2-3) than over the southern hemisphere midlatitudes (r- 1-2), suggestinga difference in cirrus formation
processes between these two regions. The observed distribution (bottom) also exhibits a band of thick cirrus over the
tropics with optical depths similar in magnitude to those
predicted. However, in contrast to the predicted values, the
observations also demonstrate equally large cirrus optical
depths over the midlatitudes. The discrepancy between the
January
observed and the predicted optical depths is particularly
evident over the southern hemisphere midlatitudes where
60N30N
5.0
the observed values are frequently a factor of 2 larger than
i Co'rreiati'o
n
0.726
those predicted. This suggeststhat (1) the parameterization
has a tendency to underestimate the IWP over the southern
hemisphere midlatitudes relative to other regions; (2) the
3.0
accuracy of the input parameters (e.g., w, T) is systemati**
cally poorer over the midlatitudes of the southern hemisphere relative to the northern hemisphere; (3) there is a
systematicdecreasein effective radius away from the tropics
•o.o
toward higher latitudes; or (4) there is an overestimate in the
3.0
5
ß•
0.0
ISCCP retrieved optical depths for the southernhemisphere
0 - 30S
midlatitudes relative to other regions, perhaps due to systematic differencesin cirrus microphysicalor macrophysical • 6.0 Correlation
0.668
properties (e.g., particle shape, multilayered clouds).
,
Despite the differences in magnitude between some of the
observed and predicted optical depths the results of this
comparison are encouraging in that many geographic features evident in the observed optical thickness distribution
are captured by the parameterization. For example, both
distributionsexhibit a maxima in optical thicknessalong the
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Central

American

isthmus

which

then extends

across the

0.0

northern tip of South America, merging with a slightly
weaker

band which

stretches

and in three

distinct

bands

over

Figure 3. Scatterplotsof the ISCCP observed versus predicted optical depth for the HD parameterization for (a) July
1987 and (b) January 1988. Plots are shown separately for
selected latitude

belts.

the western

Pacific with an area of optically thin clouds (r < 3) to the
north. Indeed, the close correspondencebetween the predicted and the observed patterns is particularly impressive
over the western Pacific where the spatial features of the
distributions are strikingly similar. Over North America the
parameterization simulates optically thick clouds in bands
along the Rocky and Appalachian mountain ranges with
much thinner clouds over the central plains. Over the north
Atlantic

6.0

from the west coast of Africa

into the continental interior. A region of large optical depths
located over the central Pacific is also captured by the
parameterization. Both the observations and the parameterization exhibit optically thick clouds (r > 3) just west of
Indonesia

30

Ta u I$CCP

a band of thick cirrus to the west with much thinner

clouds to the east is predicted. These features closely
resemble those present in the observations. Recall that these

values represent averages from cloudy (cirrus) regions only,
therefore the spatial agreement is not an artifact of the
prescribed occurrence of cirrus. Rather the spatial agreement stems from the ability of the parameterization to yield
the observed patterns of optical thickness based upon the
atmospheric variables (T, w, F, P) derived from the cirrus
layer.
Figure 3a illustrates scatter plots of the predicted (conditionally averaged) optical depth versus the observed (conditionally averaged) optical depth. To highlight regional depen-
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Table 1. Conditionally Averaged, Predicted Optical
Depth Binned Daily According to the Corresponding
Observed Optical Depth Category
Global

Thin (0.2-1.3)
Moderate (1.3-3.6)
Thick (3.6-9.4)

0.55
1.92
3.16

60ø-30øN

0.51
1.62
3.02

30øN-0 ø 0ø-30øS

0.62
2.30
4.02

0.52
1.71
2.89

30ø-60øS

0.49
0.96
1.56

Values are shown separately for selected latitude belts.

dencies, plots are shown separately for four latitude belts:
60ø-30øN, 30ø-0øN, 0ø-30øS, and 30ø-60øS. For each of the

four regions the spatial correlations are printed in the top
left-hand corner. Tropical regions show the highest spatial
agreement. Correlations are typically greater than 0.7, indicating that the parameterization explains over 50% of the
observed spatial variations in optical depth. For July the
correlations tend to be highest for the tropics and slightly
lower for the northern hemisphere midlatitudes. However,
for the southern hemisphere midlatitudes the spatial correlation is very low (r -• 0.3), indicating that the parameterization explains only about 10% of the observed spatial
variations. The much poorer agreement for the southern
hemisphere midlatitudes suggeststhat additional processes
not accounted for in the parameterization are important in
determining the geographicpatterns of cirrus optical thicknessfor this region. One possibility is that enhancedbaroclinicity over the winter hemisphere midlatitudes may degrade
the performance of the parameterization. To investigate this
hypothesis, a similar comparison is performed for January
1988 (Figure 3b). As for the July comparison, ECMWF
analyses and ISCCP measurementsare used to provide the
input parameters and cirrus observations. Interestingly, the
results for January are very similar to those noted for July.
Large correlations (r - 0.7) are found over the tropics and
northern hemisphere midlatitudes, while poor correlations (r
- 0.3) are noted for the southern hemisphere midlatitudes.
This indicates that seasonal effects are not responsiblefor
the poor correlations in the southern hemisphere. Further
analysisof the poor performance in the southernhemisphere
midlatitudes is provided in section 4.6 where the physical
processescontrolling the parameterized IWP are examined.
Some insight into the ability of the parameterization to
capture the daily values of optical depth is provided in Table
1, which examines the predicted optical depth corresponding
to three broad categoriesof the observed optical depth: thin
(0.2 < r < 1.27), moderate (1.27 < r < 3.55), or thick
(3.55 < r < 9.38). To calculate these values, the predicted
optical depths are binned into one of the three categories
based upon the corresponding observed optical depth for
each day and grid box. The values in each bin are then
averaged to yield the quantities in Table 1. The results
shown here are for July 1987 only. To examine regional
dependencies,the spatial averaging was done both globally
and for selected latitude

belts. The results illustrate

a clear

trend of increasingpredicted optical depth as the observed
optical depth category progressesfrom thin to moderate to
thick. This pattern is evident both globally and for all four
latitude belts. Since the categorization was performed on a
daily basis, this provides a crude indication of the parameterization's ability to capture temporal variations in optical
depth as well as geographic variations. The numbers also

illustrate that with the general exception of the southern
hemisphere midlatitudes the mean predicted optical depths
lie near the central value of the observed category for the
thin and moderate cirrus. However, for thick cirrus the
predicted values tend to be systematically underestimated.
The greater discrepancy for thicker cirrus may stem from
difficulties in excluding cirrus associated with convective
systems in the observed optical depths. Over the southern
hemisphere midlatitudes the optical depths are systematically lower for all three categories, again revealing a latitudinal dependencein the discrepanciesbetween the observed
and the parameterized optical depths.
4.4.

Cirrus Emissivity

To examine the optical properties of cirrus in the infrared
(IR) spectralregion, Plate 3 illustrates a map of the predicted
monthly mean cirrus emissivity for July. The scale ranges
from 0 (blue) to 1 (red). The predicted emissivity is approximated as e = 1 - e-•, where ris the IR optical depth
determinedfrom the parameterized IWP using a Qx calculated for ice spheres at A = 15 /am (see section 2). To
evaluate the parameterization, observations of effective
emissivity for clouds above 500 mbar are overlain as contours in Plate 3. The effective emissivity is calculated from
GOES-VAS observations for the period July 1-31, 1987,
using the CO2-slicingtechnique [Wylie and Menzel, 1989].
This technique uses IR spectral observationsin the CO2
vibration band to derive cloud top pressures. A linear
dependenceof the radiance upon cloud amount is then used
to derive an effective emissivity for the cloud. The ability of
the CO2-slicingtechnique to identify partially transmissive
clouds makes it particularly useful for observing cirrus
which are frequently nonopaque and hence often go undetected or are categorized as opaque clouds at lower levels.
The observed effective emissivitiesrepresent the product of
cloud amount and emissivity. Since the variations in cloud
amount are not included in the parameterization, this figure
provides only a qualitative comparison of IR properties of
cirrus clouds. It is noted, however, that most of the variations in effective emissivity are due to changes in cloud
emissivityrather than cloud amount (W. P. Menzel, personal
communication, 1994). Although there are some differences
in detail between the distributions, generally speakingboth
the observed and the predicted emissivities exhibit very
similar patterns. The chief features in both the observedand
the predicted distributionsare a minima over the west coast
of the U.S. followed by a maxima extending along the
eastward flank of the Rocky Mountains. Continuing eastward, a distinct minima over the central plains is observed
followed by maxima which stretchesalong the Appalachians
and then

extends

off east coast

into

the North

Atlantic.

Although quantitative statements regarding the accuracy of
the parameterized emissivitiesare difficult due to uncertainties surrounding both the effective radius and the actual
cloud amount, the qualitative agreementbetween the spatial
patternsof the predictedand observedcirrus IR emissivityis
encouragingand is consistent with the good spatial agreement noted for visible optical depths (sections4.2-4.3).
4.5.

Required Effective Radius

The comparison of the conditionally averaged optical
depth clearly reveals regions of significantly differing magnitudes between the observed and the predicted optical
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depths. However, as discussedpreviously, the relationship
between optical depth and IWP dependsupon the effective
radius (re) for which there are a wide range of estimates.A
study by Prabhakara et al. [1988], using split-window infrared measurementsof the upwelling radiation between 10 and
12 tam, derived estimatesof r e rangingfrom 5 to 10 tam. In
comparison, direct measurements using airplane cloud
probes provide estimateswhich are typically in excessof 100
tam [Heyrnsfieldet al., 1990].Indeed, estimatesof r e taken
from the same cirrus formation during the First ISCCP
Regional Experiment (FIRE) Cirrus Intensive Field Observation [Starr and Wylie, 1990] exhibit a wide range of r e
dependingupon the measurementtechniqueused. Estimates
of r e based upon the split window techniquevaried from
12-24 tam [Spinhirne and Hart, 1990] to 20-40 tam [Acker-

parameterized IWP is primarily sensitive to temperature.
This is demonstrated in Figure 8a which shows a set of
curves depictingthe predicted IWP as a function of temperature for four differentvalues of vertical velocity (0.01, 0.05,
0.2, 0.5 m/s), a fixed pressure(300 mbar), and a fixed lapse
rate (F = 0.007 K/m). Temperature is the principal governing variable, with the IWP varying by up to 3 orders of
magnitude throughout the observed range of T. At warm
temperatures, vertical velocity also becomes an important
factor, however for T ( 225 K, the predicted IWP is less

latitudes.This value of r e is considerablylower than mostof
the abovelisted estimates,suggestingthat the predictedIWP
for these regions is too small or that the observed optical
depths are too large. Similar results are noted for January

a correlation

than0.01g/m2 regardless
of the verticalvelocity.A setof

curves depictingthe IWP - T relationshipfor various lapse
rates and a fixed pressure and vertical velocity is shown in
Figure 4b. This diagram demonstrates that lapse rate is of
much less importance in determining IWP than either temman et al., 1990], while the value estimated from observa- perature or vertical velocity.
tions of the reflected radiation in the near-infrared spectrum
The strong dependence of the parameterized IWP upon
was 60 tam [Wielecki et al., 1990] and the value derived from temperature is confirmed in Figure 5 which illustrates a
airplane probe measurementswas 200 tam [Wielecki et al.,
scatterplot of the conditionally averaged optical depth ver1990]. The markedly larger values of r e obtained from sus the corresponding average of the cloud layer temperaairplaneprobe measurementslikely reflectsa samplingbias ture. The cloud layer temperature is the temperature which
since few probes are capable of accurately detecting ice is input into the HD parameterization from the ECMWF
particles smaller than approximately 20 tam [Heymsfieldand analyses.This plot displaysa clear increasein optical depth
Platt, 1984; Wielecki et al., 1990].
with increasing temperature. However, the relationship deGiven the present uncertainty surroundingthe size distri- picted in Figure 5 is clearly nonlinear. Physically, the
bution of cirrus particles, it is insightful to examine the nonlinear increase in IWP with temperature stems from the
geographicdistributionof r e requiredfor the parameterized exponential dependence of the saturated water vapor conIWP to produce the observed distribution of optical depth, tent upon temperature dictated by the Clausius Clapeyron
r e = 3Q• IWP/4•'Pice, where IWP is that predictedby the relationship. This is demonstrated by the dashed curve in
parameterization and •-is the correspondingISCCP optical Figure 5 which showsthe expected rate of increase of optical
depth. The results for July, shown in Plate 4, illustrate large depth with temperature, if it increased at the same rate as the
geographicvariations in the "required" r e. Although the saturation vapor pressure of water. This curve captures
global mean r e --- 7 tam is somewhat lower than most much of the nonlinear rise on the predicted optical depth
estimatedvalues, roughly 80% of the required r e between illustrated in Figure 5.
Several observational studies [Platt and Harshvardan,
60øN and 30øSlie between 5 and 40 tam, which is the range
derived from the aforementioned split-window techniques. 1988; Heymsfield and Platt, 1984] have also demonstrated a
The largest r e (10-25 tam) occur primarily over the central strongdependenceof cirrus IWP upon atmospherictemperand western Pacific Ocean, Central America and northern ature. This dependenceis also evident in the ISCCP obserSouthAmerica. The requiredr e tendsto decreasefrom the vations. Figure 6a shows a scatterplot of the conditionally
tropics toward higher latitudes, with typical values over the averaged ISCCP optical depth versus the corresponding
northern hemispheremidlatitudesrangingfrom 5 to 15 tam. cloud layer temperature (from ECMWF) usingall data points
However, markedly lower r e ((5 tam) are required to between 60øN and 30øS latitude for July. An increase in
explain the differences over the southern hemispheremid- optical thicknesswith increasingtemperature is evident with

(not shown). Clearly, further research is needed to better

ascertainthe actual values of r e and their geographicand
verticalvariations.Globalestimatesof r e determinedvia the
split window technique using IR radiances from polarorbiting satellites would provide useful estimates of the
spatialand temporal variability in r e.
4.6.

PhysicalInterpretation of the Results

Despite the uncertainty surroundingthe appropriateeffective radius of ice particles, results from section 4.2 demonstrate the ability of the parameterizationto capture many of
the observed geographicvariations in cirrus optical thickness.This sectionanalyzesthe functional dependenceof the
parameterization to determine which variables are most

responsiblefor the good spatialagreement.Of the four input
variables used in the parameterization (T, w, P, F), the

of 0.771 between

the two variables.

The ob-

served relationship is also much more linear than that noted
for the predicted optical depth. A possible explanation for
this linearity could be a systematic increase in effective
radius with temperature as has been noted in previous
observational studies [Platt and Harshvardan,
1988;
Heymsfield and Platt, 1984]. This would reduce the rate of
increase of optical depth with temperature, resulting in a
more linear relationship. When data from the southern
hemisphere midlatitudes, 30ø-60øS,are included in the plot
(Figure 6b), the scatter increases markedly. To further
illustrate this point, the data in Figure 6b are categorizedinto
two groups: (1) 60øN to 30øS, denoted by "dots" and (2)
30ø-60øS,denoted by "asterisks." This plot reveals that for
a given temperature the optical depth from 30øto 60øSare up
to a factor of 2 larger than those from the other regions.This
indicates that the optical depth-temperature relation observed for the tropics and northern hemisphere midlatitudes
breaks down over the southern hemisphere midlatitudes,
suggestinga fundamental difference in the processeswhich
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Plate 3. Map of the predicted emissivity from the HD parameterization overlain by contours of effective
emissivityfrom the CO2-slicingtechnique.

Plate 4. Map of the effective radius required for the predicted IWP to yield the observed ISCCP optical
depth for July 1987.
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determine optical thicknessfor that region. A similar pattern
is evident in January (not shown).
The latitudinal dependenceof the observed optical depthtemperature relationship is further demonstratedin Figure 7.
This figure depicts the zonally averaged, predicted and
observedoptical depth (Figure 7a) and the zonally averaged,
cloud layer temperature and pressure (Figure 7b) for July.
These curves indicate that the lower values of predicted
optical depth in the midlatitudes relative to those in the
tropics are largely attributable to the colder cloud layer
temperatures at the higher latitudes. The predicted optical
depths also are lower in the southern hemisphere midlatitudes relative to the northern hemisphere midlatitudes in
agreementwith the temperature differencesbetween the two
hemispheres.However, the observed optical depth does not
exhibit

a similar

correlation

with

latitudinal

variations

midlatitudes.

The following possible causes of the large discrepancies
between the predicted and the optical depthsin the southern
hemisphereare presented.
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Figure 5. Scatterplot of the conditionally averaged optical
depth predicted by the HD parameterization versus the
corresponding cloud layer temperature. Data are for July
1987.

Errors in the analyses. The input parameters,particularly
temperature and vertical velocity, may be of consistently
poorer quality over the southern hemisphere midlatitudes,

IWP vs. Temperature
(for selected w)
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temperature. Indeed, even though the cloud layer temperature decreases by roughly 4 K from the 45øN to 45øS, the
observed optical depth is actually larger in the southern
hemisphere midlatitudes than in the northern hemisphere
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mechanisms

not explicitly accountedfor in the parameterizationmay be
important in determining the ice water path for the southern
hemisphere midlatitudes. Since the parameterization was
developed from a relatively small sample of observations
with limited geographiccoverage, all relevant processesmay
not be adequately represented.
Subgridvariability. Subgridvariationsin either the fractional coverage of cirrus cloud or the input parameters (e.g.,
vertical velocity) could results in significant discrepancies
since the parameterization considers all quantities to repre2,50 sent spatial averages over the entire 2.5ø x 2.5ø grid box.
Microphysical variations. The effective radius may be
smaller over the southern hemisphere midlatitudes relative
to other regions, resulting in systematicallylarger observed
,
optical depthsfor the sameIWP. However, this effect would
not explain the poorer spatial correlations noted for the
southern hemisphere midlatitudes.
Errors in the ISCCP retrieval. Systematically larger er-
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southern midlatitudes could contribute to the discrepancies,
however there is no obvious reason to suspectthis.
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Figure 4. Curves depictingthe predicted IWP as a function
of temperature for (a) four different vertical velocities and (b)
four different lapse rates.

Summary

Satellite observationsof cloud optical properties are combined with global analysesof the temperature, moisture, and
wind distribution to evaluate the ability of the HD parameterization to predict the ice water path of cirrus clouds.
ECMWF analysesare utilized to reduce uncertaintiesin the
input variablesfor the parameterization.This helpsto isolate
errors in the predicted cloud propertiesdue to deficienciesin
the input parameters from those due to errors in the param-
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Figure 6. Scatterplot of the conditionally averaged optical depth observed by ISCCP versus the
correspondingcloud layer temperature: (a) 60øN to 30øSand (b) 60øN to 60øS. Data are for July 1987.

eterization itself. To eliminate the uncertainty in predicting
cirrus formation, the occurrenceof cirrus is prescribedusing
ISCCP satellite observations, while the ice water path is
calculated based upon the correspondingdynamic and thermodynamic variables for that grid box from ECMWF. This
enablesthe evaluation to focus strictly on the parameteriza-
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Figure 7. Zonally averaged optical depth from (a) ISCCP
observationsand the HD parameterization and (b) the correspondingcloud layer temperature and pressure. Data are
for July 1987.

tion of cirrus optical properties and not on the parameterization of cirrus occurrence. Although this investigation
focuseson a specificcloud parameterization, it also servesa
more general purpose of outlining the utility of combining
operationalanalysesand satellite observationsfor evaluating
cloud parameterizationsin general.
Overall, the HD parameterization is quite successfulin
capturing many of the observed spatial patterns of cirrus
optical properties. This is true when compared with both
visible optical depths and IR effective cloud emissivities.
Spatialcorrelationsbetween the observedand the predicted
visible optical depths are typically greater than 0.7 for the
tropics and midlatitudes. Much of the successof the parameterization stems from the strong temperature dependence
evident in both the predicted and the observed optical
properties which is largely attributable to the exponential
dependence of the saturation vapor pressure of water on
temperature. However, for much of the southern hemisphere storm tracks, both the predicted IWP and spatial
agreementof the parameterizationare systematicallylower.
This suggeststhat other mechanismsin addition to temperature are important in determining the optical thicknessfor
these regions and that these mechanisms either are not
representedaccurately in the ECMWF analysis or are not
modeled accurately in the parameterization. Additional factors such as systematic geographic variations in effective
radius or errors in the optical-depth retrieval could also
contribute to the discrepancy. Despite the qualitative success of the parameterization in reproducing the observed
geographicpatterns of cirrus optical depth, a more quantitative assessmentof the parameterizationis not possibledue
to uncertainties in the effective radius of cirrus particles.
Presentestimatesof re range over an order of magnitude.
From a cloud-parameterization perspective this uncertainty
translates into an equally large range of uncertainty in
determining the optical depth from model predictions of
IWP. Thus it is difficult to evaluate the significance of the
differencesbetween the observed and the predicted optical
depthsuntil more reliable estimatesof cirrus effectiveradius
become available. This poses problems not only for future
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evaluation studiesbut also for the implementationof physically based cirrus parameterizations in GCMs and therefore
represents an area where future observations are needed.
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